For questions about the Jewish Studies major/minor or Israel Studies minor, please contact:

UCLA Department of Near Eastern Languages & Cultures, Isamara Ramirez:
(310) 825-4165
email: iramirez@humnet.ucla.edu

Class listing is subject to change. For a full class listing, please visit
http://www.registrar.ucla.edu

JEWISH STUDIES AT UCLA
WINTER 2019 SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

ANCIENT NEAR EAST 10W
JERUSALEM: HOLY CITY
Instructor: Smoak, J
Lec TR (2pm-3:15pm) Bunche Hall 2209A

ANCIENT NEAR EAST 50B
ORGINS OF JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY AND ISLAM
Instructor: Pregill, M.P.
Lec TR (11AM-12:15PM) Kaplan A51

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE M101
HEBREW LITERATURE IN ENGLISH: LITERARY TRADITIONS OF ANCIENT ISREAL
Instructor: Smoak, J
Lec TR (12:30PM-1:45PM) Broad Art Center 2100A

ETHNOMUSICOLOGY 19
LEONARD BERNSTEIN TO LEONARD COHEN
Instructor: Kligman, M.L. & Black, L
Lec M (3PM-4:50PM) Schoenberg Music Building 1344

ETHNOMUSICOLOGY 91Z
WORLD MUSIC PERFORMANCE ORGANIZATIONS: OPEN ENSEMBLE: KLEZMER MUSIC ENSEMBLE
Instructor: Black, L
Lec W (6pm-8:50pm) Schoenberg 1440

ETHNOMUSICOLOGY 161Z
OPEN ENSEMBLE: KLEZMER MUSIC ENSEMBLE
Instructor: Black, L
Lec W (6pm-8:50pm) Schoenberg 1440

HEBREW 1B
ELEMENTARY HEBREW
Instructor: Ezer, N
Lec MTWRF (10AM-10:50AM) Bunche Hall 2156

HEBREW 102B
ELEMENTARY HEBREW
Instructor: Ezer, N
Lec MTWRF (9AM-9:50AM) Bunche Hall 2156

HEBREW 188FL
SPECIAL STUDIES: READINGS IN HEBREW
Instructor: Smoak, J.
Lec T (5:30PM-5:20PM) Kaplan A30

HISTORY 22
CONTEMPORARY WORLD HISTORY, 1760 TO PRESENT
Instructor: Lal, V.
Lec MW (11AM-11:50AM) Haines Hall 39

HISTORY M178
INTRODUCTION TO HISTORY AND CULTURE OF IRANIAN JEWS
Instructor: Pirnazar, N.
Lec MW (2PM-3:15PM) Kaplan Hall A65

JEWISH STUDIES M144
ZIONISM: IDEOLOGY AND PRACTICE IN MAKING OF JEWISH STATE
Instructor: Stein Kokin, D
Lec MW (12:30PM-1:45PM) Kaufman Hall 101

JEWISH STUDIES M150A
MODERN JEWISH LITERATURE IN ENGLISH: DIASPORA LITERATURE
Instructor: Smoak, J.
Lec TR (12:30PM-1:45PM) Broad Art Center 2100A

JEWISH STUDIES M151A
HEBREW LITERATURE IN ENGLISH: LITERARY TRADITIONS OF ANCIENT ISREAL
Instructor: Soomekh, S.T.
Lec MW (3:30PM-4:45PM) Bunche Hall 31547

JEWISH STUDIES 177
JEWS AT ORIGINS OF ISLAM
Instructor: Yadgar, L.
Lec MW (2PM-3:15PM) Haines Hall A24

JEWISH STUDIES M178
INTRODUCTION TO HISTORY AND CULTURE OF IRANIAN JEWS
Instructor: Pirnazar, N.
Lec MW (2PM-3:15PM) Kaplan Hall A65

JEWISH STUDIES M188
SPECIAL STUDIES: STUDY OF JEWISH TEXTS IN JEWISH STATE
Instructor: Smoak, J.
Lec T (5:30PM-5:20PM) Kaplan A30

YIDDISH 101B
ELEMENTARY YIDDISH
Instructor: Koral, M.
Lec TR (10AM-11:50AM) Rolfe 3120
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